Abstract
Introduction
Needs for autonomous systems have grown extensively during the last decade. As examples, we can cite navigation [FHR89 autonomous vehicles both perception and action capabilities have to be flexible in order to face changing environments: robots are moving in their environment (different observation points, object emergence or vanishing...); and the environment is dynamic (other moving objects, light changes...).
In the design of systems able to a.ct autonomously in real environments, three modules are required : perception, situation assessment and action. We propose Figure 1 an architecture of an autonomous system. On the left side of the figure, the component Perception processes the information provided by the sensors. Perception performs low level image processing as well as higher level processing such as object recognition. The component Perception Supervision defines and optimizes the perception tasks because of changing environments. This component gives the flexibility to the perception system. The component Situation Assessment has charge of interpreting the situation; it may be a complex component if many objects of different kinds are present, moving, and inter- In this paper, we focus on the perception supervision component, and propose a supervision tool to optimize the perception of changing environments. In fact, the challenge is to automate, in part or totally, the use of specialized programs which are often very sensitive. This problem is close t o those concerning the help for use of existing libraries of image processing programs, which have been addressed for instance in [TIY87,Joh87,TS88,SKT88]. We present a model of supervision of perception tasks. Then, we present an implementation of such a model. Finally, we describe an application for the supervision of a stereovisual process for obstacles avoidance in road scenes.
Supervision of perception tasks
In this section, we present the control mechanisms and the knowledge which have to be taken into account for supervision of perception or vision tasks. Within a specific context (sensors, environment ...), according to a goal to reach on given data, the role of the supervision module is to define and optimize the perception tasks. More precisely, by defining the perception tasks we mean to select the vision modules and to schedule them; by optimizing the perception tasks, we mean to compute their parameters, to run the modules and to control their execution. So two main kinds of reasonings (planning and control of execution) have to be performed in the sense of generic tasks introduced by Chandrasekaran [Cha87] ; for each of these reasonings, several techniques are available.
Planning for supervision
In this section, the question is: which planning technique is adequate for supervision of perception tasks?
In problem solving, planning is to find a plan for achieving a goal according to a given state of the world. A plan is defined as an ordered list of actions to perform. Let us notice that, in this context, the actions are no more the robotics actions of figure 1, but the perception tasks (for exemple data filtering, primitives extraction, object recognition....). Three main techniques have been developed in planning: non hierarchical, hierarchical and skeletal planning [BCF82] . While the two first methods concentrate on the reduction of conflicts in the plan steps, the last one emphasizes the expertise of the specific domain. The third method, also called script-based planning, assumes that abstract or skeletal plans exist. A skeletal plan contains the basic steps to solve a problem. First, the best skeleton is selected, then refined [Fri79] .
For perception, we have to handle real world data, and to deal with unreliable or uncomplete information; the state of the world initial, final or intermediate) a technique based on the description of the actions to be performed, and not on the different possible states of the world. On the other hand, we have few sensitive conflicting subgoals; so the two first techniques are not necessary. As we hold knowledge, at several levels of abstraction, of typical processing methods, a skeletal technique providing a refinement mechanism is appropriate. Starting from predefined coarse skeletons, the plan is elaborated both by adaptation to the current context (by replacement or insertion of actions), and by sucessive hierarchical refinement.
2.2
We are interested, here, in defining the type of control of execution which is the best adapted for the supervision of programs. tegration of the planning process, and control of the execution process. In our context, for perception, we do not handle secure actions: predicting exactly the behaviour of a perception task on an image is not possible; a trialand-error strategy is needed. Moreover as the results of actions can not be predicted, the selection of a precise method at a given step needs the results of the previous steps. So the interleaving of planning and control of execution processes is necessary for perception t ask supervision.
Knowledge for supervision
With [Vog86,Mat89], we can point out which kinds of knowledge are required to help to perform the following perception tasks: assessment of image quality, selection of appropriate operators, determination of optimal parameters, combination of primitive operators, trial-and-error experiments, and evaluation of analysis results. Let us be more precise on the knowledge needed for supervision of perception tasks, and propose a typology of the knowledge; we introduce here the notions of goals, operators, requests, context, choice, initialization, evaluation and adjustment.
First of all, when we process an image, we always have in mind an objective or a goal to reach. In fact, a goal represents an image processing functionality. This functionality or objective can be reached by different methods which can be primitive or complex. The goal has t o know how to choose among them, the method which is the most suitable for the specific problem. The goal has also to know which results are required: it chooses the way to perform them, and then has to verify their conformity to the requirements. The criteria of evaluation must be common for the same goal, because the evaluation of the results has to be independent from tlie method which performs the processing. So a goal can be seen as an item able to decide how to solve a given problem, and to validate the results.
The abstract notion of goal has to be distinguished from that of available methods also called operators. Operators are actions which can be performed, and contain specific knowledge to solve a given goal. An operator can be a particular program or a complex processing sequence. An operator has to know how to initialize its parameters. In fact, each operator uses its input parameters in a specific way (meaning, format, range, sensitivity...). A fortiori, knowledge about adjustment of the input parameters depends on the operator: the sensivity of the various parameters depends highly on a particular algorithm and implementation, and on the particular decomposition into subrequests for a complex operator. An operator is an item able to manage its parameters.
A problem in vision is expressed by its goal (or functionality), but also by the data to be processed, and eventual constraintson the results to be obtained. The term of request can denote all these kinds of information: a request states which goal has to be reached, the data of the particular case to work on, the required quality for the results, and the coiitext (description of the input data, their conditions of acquisition, ap- plication domain, and even semantic information on the supposed contents of the scene). A request can be seen as a goal instance. A complex operator corresponds to a set of processings, which is referred to as a decomposition. A decomposition is not a set of programs, neither a set of goals, but is a set of requests. So, each step of a decomposition is a request to solve a goal in a special context, with restrictions on the input, and eventual specifications on the results. Several types of temporal links are necessary beetwen the requests, representing sequentiality (THEN), parallelism (AND), and optionality (OR). 
Request

Knowledge model implementation
The static or descriptive knowledge is implemented with frames, i.e. goals, operators, context, requests, and arguments (data and parameters). The heuristic criteria are implemented with production rules; they describe the knowledge concerning choice, evaluation, initialization and adjustment. Strong relations exist between the-various concepts we have introduced; these relations structure the knowledge base in order to facilitate the expression of the knowledge and also its utilization. At each goal and operator are associated small bases of rules specialized in choice, initial-ization, adjustment or evaluation (heuristic criteria), Figure 2 shows the relations between the frames, and the rule bases. A request (for instance Request-00) is related t o a particular goal (here Goal-I); this goal can be solved by several operators (Operator-I, Operator-2, and Operator-3 in this case). A decomposition of a complex operator (Operator-2, or Operator-3) is a tree of requests t o other sub-goals. Each goal, and. each operator have two private rule bases: one rule base on choice, and one on evaluation for a goal; one rule base on initialization, and one on adjustment for an operator.
Structuring the knowledge base in this way greatly improves the efficiency and facilitates the development of knowledge bases at different levels of abstraction.
Reasoning model implementation
The control mechanisms of OCAPI are built around two reasonings: planning and control of execution which are interleaved. The control structures have five components: an execution controller, a planner, a parameter settler, a general rule interpreter, and an interface to activate external programs. The execution controller has the role of a supervisor and of a controller: it controls the execution of a tree of requests, and decides to call other components for specific tasks. The algorithm presented in Figure 3 coiitrols the execution of a tree of requests. Of course, to process the initial request, this algorithm works on a tree reduced to one request. In a first step, a global matching verifies that there exists at least one operator to solve the goals of the requests. Then the next request to process is determined. For this request, the available operators are sorted (using the choice rules); invalid operators are eliminated. Then one operator is choosen. Before its execution, the parameter settler determines the values of its parameters: using initialization rules for the first attempt, using adjustment rules for the next ones. If the operator is a primitive one, the execution is done through the interface with programs; in the case of a complex one, this algorithm is recursively called to control the execution of the tree of requests of its decomposition. Then, according to the request, the evaluation of the results is achieved automatically using the evaluation rules, or by graphic presentation of the results to the user who evaluates them interactively. In case of unsatisfactory results, another execution is performed after adjustment of the input parameters of the operator, or after choice of another operator (updating of the sort of the operators).
Handling sequences of images
By sequences of images, we mean temporal sequences of images provided by a given sensor when observing a scene. To process these images, the goal and the context are the same; so the decisions (choice of the operators, and setting of the values of the parameters) which have been made for one image are used to initialize the process of the following one. Of course even if the contents of the images are globally the same, slight changes may occur from one image t o another one; so the evaluation and adjustment mechanisms are still provided. This example has been developed within the framework of the Eureka project Prometheus. It deals with -detection of obstacles in road scenes and urban scenes, using stereovision data. The data are taken from two cameras which are fixed on the top of a moving car. A pyramidal stereovision algorithm based on contour chain points [MTBSO] is used to reconstruct the 3D environment in front of the vehicle.
Integration of the knowledge on the use of this stereovisual process is needed for robustness, and above all to manage the great variety of the scenes. More precisely a lot of contextual values in the scenes vary, like luminosity (depending on the weather conditions and on the moment in the day), complexity of the scene (depending on the number of objects in front of the car), and velocity (depending on the l o c a tion of the scene: highway, countryside road or urban street). Since the scenes may be quite various, it is not possible to fix the values of the different parameters involved in the processing.
The initial request is thus the stereovisual processing of a pair of images taken by two cameras. Figure 4 shows an example of such images in the case of an urban scene.
The pyramidal process works a t several resolutions to be precise, four resolutions); for each resolution, i rst an extraction of the primitives, then a matching of these primitives are performed; for each image (the left and the right one), extraction of primitives consists of contour detection, thresholdiiig by hysteresis, computation of precise orientation, and contour chaining. Matching results obtained at a given resolution are interpolated, and used t o reduce the search at the immediately higher resolution. 
4.1
This knowledge base, named PROMETHEE, is composed of 15 goals, a t which are attached 19 operators. Among these operators, 14 are primitive ones (programs) and 5 are complex ones (with decomposition into steps). 50 production rules are attached to those frames: 6 choice rules, and 10 evaluation rules attached to the goals, and 14 adjustment rules, and 20 initialization rules attached to the operators.
In this section, we give examples of the various objects of the knowledge base.
Objects of t h e knowledge base 4.1.1 Context The object context describes the possible values of the characteristics of the input data; this information' is important because it is used in the rules (choice rules to decide pertinent operators in function of the context, initialization rules to adapt initial values of the parameters t o the current context...). Presently, we use in the production rules several criteria as iiature of the objects in the scene to decide which algorithm is well-adapted, eventual presence of motion in the scene (motion of the cameras and/or motion of the objects), level of detail we want to detect, amount of noise in the input image (this is related t o the quality of t,he cameras). Some other characteristics (as corners) are related to specific programs which more particularly take into account these features. The mode characteristic specifies if the processin has to be performed in a coinpletely automatic way ?without possibility of asking a human user to validate the results) or in an interactive way. The definition of the object context in this knowledge base is presented in Table 1 .
4.1;2 The initial request
We present in Figure 5 the initial request corresponding to the stereovisual processing of the images shown in Figure 4 . This request has three main components: The only restriction of the output arguments is to store the output 3D data in the file s8plO.ezt.xyz. The particular context related to this request is as follows: e objects can be both natural (because of the presence of pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, trees, rocks) and man-made (because of the presence of vehicles, bridges, roads, buildings); objects in the latter category are usually well contrasted and can be easily described by polygonal approximation; e there is a przon some motion in the scene because the car supporting the two cameras is moving, and mobile objects are usually present; e corners are important features to detect especially for cars and trucks; e the noise is low thanks to the quality of the acquisition process; e the value of the user mode znteractave or automatzc is not specified.
Goals
This knowledge base contains several goals: stereovision, contour-detection, chaining, consolidation, thresholding, sampling, orientation, stereo-primitivesextraction, primitives-extraction, initmatching, intermatching, finalmatching 
Operators
Several operators have been defined in the knowledge base: they correspond to a particular goal as shown in Table 2 . For Table 2 : The goals and their corresponding operators primitives at a coarse resolution ( l / S x 1/8) then a first matching, then the extraction of primitives at the resolution 1/4 x 1/4, then matching, then extraction of primitives at resolution 1/2 x 1/2, then matching, then extraction of primitives at the highest resolution, then final matching. request rS-ster-prim t h e n request rS-initmatching then request r4-ster-prim t h e n request 1.4-matching then request r2-ster-prim then request r2-matching t h e n request rl-ster-prim t h e n request rl-finalmatching initialization-rules : adjustment-rules : Figure 7 : The complex operator 0-stereo-pyrl Each step of the decomposition of the complex operator 0-stereo-pyrl is a request; Figure 8 shows the details of the first one which is a request to the goal stereo-prim-extraction (the extraction of the primitives for stereovision) with a coarse resolution (resolution 1/8 x 1/8). Control of data flow of input and output data of the operator, and of the subrequests is expressed directly in the requests (Figure 8) , and in the operator arguments (Figure 9 ).
Rules
rules present in the knowledge base are given.
In this section, examples of the various kinds of
Choke rules
When several operators are available to solve the same goal, we have to express how to select the pertinent operator according to the context. For example, as we have seen in the previous paragraph, two opera.tors 0-stereo-pyrl and 0-stereo-pyr2 can solve the goal stereovision. These two operators perform stereovision using a pyramidal technique, and are based on contour chain points. Thus they are well adapted t o scenes with mixed type of objects (both natural and manmade); the first operator implements this algorithm, the second one begins with the separation of the two interlaced acquisition frames by doing a sampling of the lines. The second operator is thus well-adapted when there is motion in the scene, and when two consecutive lines are not taken consecutively, but at time t and t + T / 2 (if t is the time, and T is the acquisition period). As we have seen in the previous paragraph, there are 3 operators which can solve the goal chaining; two of them are programs (the operators 0-chaining-ggl, and 0-chaining-ggb) , the last one 0-anac-dzv is a complex operator which is a decomposition into two subrequests. Figure 11 shows that we use in priority the operator 0-chaining-ggl if the corners are important features in the scene.
Evaluation rules
Most of the time it is very difficult to express evaluation criteria to assess the results of low level goals (like thresholding) since, for example, results are matrices of pixels; but for higher level goals which provide if corners important then :use-operator 0-chaining-ggl comment "preserve the corners and the isolated points" Figure 11: A choice rule attached to the goal chaining descriptions or objects iqterpretations as results, it is easier to find a criterioniof evaluation. For example, the intermediate level goal matching provides as output matched pairs of primitives which can be counted and compared to a required value. The rule shown in Figure 12 tests the ratio between the number of matched primitives to the number of input primitives; if tliis ratio is below a certain value (l/2) the rule qualifies the number of matched pairs of primitives as insufficient, and a failure is decided. 
Initialization rules
Initialization of the parameters of the operators depends highly on the context. For instance, the operator 0-hysteresis which performs a thresholding by hysteresis needs the initialization of two input parameters: a hi h threshold (thrmax) and a low threshold (thrmzn?. These input arguments are defined as parameters which are numerical real values within a range of -lo5 to l o 5 , and a default value of 128 for thrmax, and 10 for thmnzn. But these values depend on the range of the image (minimum, average and maximum values), and on the quantity of details required in the request. So 8 initialization rules are needed to define the two thresholds in function of the context of use of the operator. For example Figure 13 shows initialization of thrmax, and thrmin when only few details are requested. 
Adjustment rules
When a.n operator fails because the results are not satisfactory, we need to express how to modify its para.meters in function of the type of the failure.
For example, we have seen that the evaluation of the goal matching can assess that the number of matched pairs of primitives is insufficient; in such a case, it is possible to adjust the input parameters of the operator 0 -p y r -m a t c h z n g which are: a threshold on the orientation of the gradient (thr-o), and a threshold on the magnitude of the gradient (thrm ) ; two adjustment rules for this operator is shown in Figure 14 . The first one states that the adjustment method for the parameter (2hr-o) PROMETHEE has used 9 different image processing programs; some of them have been used several times. In fact, the programs used for the primitives extraction have been run twice (left and right image) a t each of the 4 resolutions. Choice rules have decided to apply the operator 0 -s t e r e o -p y r -2 to solve the stereovision goal because of the nature of the object (mixed) and the presence of motion. The initialisation rules have mainly been useful to set the value of the input parameters of the operators 0 -d e r z c h e solving the goal contour detection and 0 -h y s t e r e s z s solving the goal thresholding, during the primitive extraction. After the two first matching steps (r8-znztmatchzng and rdmatchzng ), the numbers of matched primtives have been assessed as insufficient, so the matching operators have been rerun with adjusted parameters. For the last matching steps (at the two highest resolutions) the evaluation has concluded that the matching results were correct.
Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed the problem of the supervision of perception tasks for autonomous systems. A model of supervision of perception tasks, including control mechanims as well as knowledge modelling, has been proposed. Then, we have presented an expert system shell named OCAPI which handles knowledge about image processing procedures. The architecture of OCAPI has been developed to have both the facilities of planning and automatic adaptation and execution of plans. OCAPI offers powerful trial-and-error mechanisms such as evaluation of results, and adjustment of parameters. An application for the supervision of a stereovisual process for obstacle detection in road scenes has been described.
OCAPI has also been applied to the automation of a complete application: the morphological description of galaxies [CT92] . Because of the great variability in the images, which are taken by different observation instruments, both the operators and the values of their parameters need to be adapted.
We are currently extending the PROMETHEE knowledge base in order to adu the description of other opera,tors working on the interpretation of the 3D data computed by the stereovisual process. So the evaluation of the results could also be perforriled a t a high level of abstraction (the object recognition level).
